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ABSTRACT
In the study of neurons, morphology influences function. The
complexity in the structure of neurons poses a challenge in the
identification and analysis of similar and dissimilar neuronal
cells. Existing methodologies carry out structural and geo-
metrical simplifications, which substantially change the mor-
phological statistics. Using digitally-reconstructed neurons,
we extend the work of Path2Path as ElasticPath2Path, which
seamlessly integrates the graph-theoretic and differential-
geometric frameworks. By decomposing a neuron into a set
of paths, we derive graph metrics, which are path concurrence
and path hierarchy. Next, we model each path as an elastic
string to compute the geodesic distance between the paths of
a pair of neurons. Later, we formulate the problem of finding
the distance between two neurons as a path assignment prob-
lem with a cost function combining the graph metrics and the
geodesic deformation of paths. ElasticPath2Path is shown to
have superior performance over the state of the art.
Index Terms— elastic curves, neuron matching, bioim-
age analysis, neuron morphology, quantitative image analy-
sis.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1899, Santiago Ramo´n y Cajal [1] postulated in his seminal
work that the shape of a neuron affects functionality. Over the
last three decades, numerous research studies have been pub-
lished to categorize and rigorously analyze the structural and
geometric features of neurons in order to explore the func-
tional correspondence. However, the complexity in the mor-
phology, such as highly ramified arborization patterns [2–4],
size [5], symmetry, and fragmentation [6] makes the analy-
sis overwhelmingly difficult. Here, we seek to extend pre-
vious morphological image analysis work [7–10] in a graph
theoretic framework to provide an elastic measure of distance
between two complex shapes, i.e., the shapes of neurons.
A bottleneck in achieving improved performance in cate-
gorization stems from the data analysis. Morphological anal-
ysis of neurons from images are adversely affected by the ex-
isting problems in image processing. Neuromorpho.org [11]
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. The path correspondences are shown in the corresponding
colors between a pyramidal cell (463 3D locations, 28 paths) and an-
other pyramidal cell (299 3D locations, 26 paths). The distance be-
tween the two neurons is 101.68 as computed by Elastic Path2Path.
provides a suitably alternative data modality to analyze the
shape of a neuron sampled at contiguous 3D locations with
respect to a fixed coordinate system. Owing to the discrete
nature of the data, a neuron can be modeled as a graph, which
helps in the localized extraction of features at multiple scales
and the performance of global comparison.
As a state-of-the-art approach, Gillette et al. decom-
posed a neuron as a sequence of branches as local entities,
and compared a pair of neurons using alignment of such
branches. BlastNeuron [6] offered a framework which ex-
tracts structurally invariant features and geometric features
to compare two neurons using a dynamic programming ap-
proach. However, this approach is preprocessing-dependent,
which might alter the morphological statistics of a neuron.
In another work, the Petilla terminology [12] ontologizes
neuron features for a large volume of neuronal data. Graph-
based registration-free approaches, such as NeuroSoL [13]
attempt to integrate a subset of local features to perform a
global comparison. However, the alignment of such features
for a pair of neurons is of non-polynomial computational
complexity. A recent work, NeuroBFD [14] introduced a size
and registration independent approach, which extracts em-
pirical conditional distributions of three features, which are
bifurcation angle, branch fragmentation, and spatial density.
To represent the topological arbor, which is believed to be an
indicator of complex neuronal computation [15], the works
of Path2Path [16] and topological morphology descriptor
(TMD) [4] primarily considered the assembly of paths to
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Fig. 2. (a) This figure shows a schematic of a neuron as a rooted tree
with three paths from the root to the leaf vertices. The path concur-
rence Cf and hierarchy values, Hf are depicted. The 3D locations
that belong to a path segment are assigned the Cf and Hf values of
that path segment.
compare two neurons. In Path2Path, the authors defined and
extracted the path concurrence and path hierarchy values.
On the other hand, TMD encodes birth and death instances
of each path in a neuron tree into a persistence diagram.
However, no appropriate distance measure is available for
comparing persistence diagrams.
Although authors in Path2Path [16] defined a distance
measure using physical 3D coordinates, concurrence and
hierarchy values to compare two paths, this approach has
several technical drawbacks. Due to the greedy nature of the
path assignment algorithm in order to compare two neurons,
multiple paths of one neuron can be matched to a single path
of the other neuron. We address this problem in section 3.3,
and provide an optimal solution for bijective path matching
as shown in Fig. 1. Path2Path computes the physical dis-
tance between two paths without considering the nature of
the manifold on which the two paths exist. In section 3.2, we
incorporate differential geometry by considering each path as
an elastic open curve and provide a suitable transformation
of the elastic curves. The geodesic is then computed to find
the physical distance between two paths. Another problem
associated with Path2Path is the resampling procedure, which
changes the 3D locations on a path and adds other samples
in between in an arbitrary order. This resampling creates a
problem in the interpolation of concurrence and path hierar-
chy values. In addition, the resampling routine disrupts the
‘ordered’ nature of each path emanating from the root. We
briefly introduce our linear time iterative resampling scheme
as given in section 3.2.
Why ElasticP2P? Path2Path offered a computational
framework for the quantitative assessment of the categoriza-
tion of neuron cell types. Path concurrence and hierarchy are
the two customized features used in [16] to describe a path.
This framework has the flexibility to incorporate other cus-
tomized features. The addition of elasticity to Path2Path has
an enormous impact, because it helps provide a framework to
morph one neuron into another. This facility is entirely miss-
ing in existing approaches. The visualization aids in the val-
idation of the correspondence of paths between two neurons
for meaningful comparison. The path morphing visually veri-
fies the reasonable choice of the customized features and dis-
tance measure in elastic Path2Path. In contrast, conventional
methods rely on performance scores to evaluate the strength
of the features.
2. GRAPH THEORY
A graph is defined as a triplet G = {V, E ,W}, where V , E ,
andW are the set of vertices (or nodes), edges (or links), and
edge-weights respectively. A graph is said to be simple if the
graph does not contain multiple edges between any pair of
vertices and any self-loop on a vertex. An undirected graph
has no direction of its edges. A path of length k of G is de-
fined as a sequence of k distinct vertices. If the start and end
vertices of a path are same, the path is termed as a loop. A
tree is a graph with no loop. A connected graph is the one in
which there exists at least one path between any pair of ver-
tices. The path between an arbitrary pair of vertices of a tree
is unique.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Neuron as a graph
We model a neuron with a simple, connected, undirected tree
G with a designated root node. A neuron G with n dendritic
terminals can be decomposed into n paths fi; {1, 2, ..., n}. fi
is a continuous function for each path such that fi : [0, 1] −→
R3 with f(0) = (0, 0, 0). Let Γ be the set of all such fis,
which is a linear subspace of the classical Wiener space. For
numerical computation, fi is finitely sampled and each sam-
ple is treated as a vertex of the neuron graph.
The concept of path concurrence, Cfi of a vertex orig-
inates from counting the number of times a given vertex is
revisited in all fis. If Cfi(ts) = k; ts ∈ [0, 1], k ∈ N , the
vertex at ts on the path fi is shared among k paths of the neu-
ron, G. As given in [16] the path concurrence value can be
mathematically represented by
Cfi(t) = k; t ∈ [0, 1], j1, j2, . . . , jk ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
fi(t) = fj1([0, 1]) ∩ fj2([0, 1]) ∩ · · · ∩ fjk([0, 1]). (1)
After the computation of the path concurrence values at all
the vertices, authors in [16] introduced the concept of path
hierarchy values. The path hierarchy value of a vertex on a
path fi, Hfi(ts) is the number of times the concurrent paths
do not visit the vertex while traversing from the root node to
the dendritic terminal of fi.
In [16], each vertex on an arbitrary path, fi therefore has
3D location, path concurrence value Cfi(ts) and path hier-
archy value Hfi(ts) as shown in Fig.2. The distance metric
between any two paths fi and fj was given in [16] as
D
(
fi, fj
)
=
∫ 1
0
|Cfi(t)− Cfj (t)||fi(t)− fj(t)|
λ+
√
Hfi(t)Hfj (t)
dt. (2)
In eq. (2), λ is a positive constant to avoid singularity.
3.2. Elastic morphing and SRVF
The metric in (2) contains the absolute difference term
|fi(t) − fj(t)|, which is the Euclidean distance between
the two paths. From the point of view of geometry, a path
can be thought of as an open curve which starts from a des-
ignated root node, and ends at a given dendritic terminal.
However, the submanifold ⊂ L2([0, 1],R3) consisting of all
the open and closed curves is not Euclidean. To measure
the geodesic distance between fi and fj , we need a suitable
shape representation and a Riemannian metric.
It is shown in [17] that after the transformation of the
space of curves by square root velocity (SRV) function, the
space becomes Euclidean with the Euclidean distance acting
as an elastic metric. The SRV of an arbitrary path fi can be
given by qi(t) = f˙i(t)/
√
||f˙i(t)||; t ∈ [0, 1]. The elastic-
ity comes from the fact that a curve can continuously deform
from one shape to another like a rubber band. To perform
such continuously elastic morphing, one needs to take care of
scaling variability, rotation, translation, and reparametrization
of curves.
Translation: The SRV transformation inherently takes
care of the translation factor.
Scaling: To tackle the scaling variability, authors in [17]
restrict the lengths of all the curves to unity, which transforms
the flat Euclidean space to a sphere. Therefore, in order to
retrieve the intermediate deformations from one curve to an-
other, one needs to find and traverse the geodesic path on the
hypersphere. This poses a problem in the path matching be-
tween neurons. The restriction of unit length significantly al-
ters the morphology of the paths. This is because the paths
from the root to the dendritic terminals of a neuron differ in
lengths, creating the distinctive morphology of the neuron. In
our work, we do not impose the restriction of unit length of a
path.
Rotation and Reparametrization: The rotation group,
SO(3) and the reparametrization group, Γ are compact Lie
groups. Let M be the Euclidean manifold of all the open
curves after SRV transformation. The individual quotient
spaces, M/SO(3) and M/Γ are also submanifolds inheriting
the Riemannian metric of M , which ensures that the quotient
space, M/
(
Γ × SO(3)) is also a submanifold. Therefore,
any arbitrary path fi ∈ M is, at first, subjected to rota-
tion and reparametrization, if required, followed by the SRV
transformation qi to find an element in the quotient space.
The registration of fi with respect to fj via rotation is per-
formed by Kabsch algorithm [18], which registers two sets of
coordinate vectors.
To introduce reparametrization, first note that the numeri-
cal implementation of (2) requires an equal number of vertices
in fi and fj . However, in practice, the number of vertices dif-
fers significantly from path to path. In addition, the locations
of the vertices are fairly nonuniform to account for the path
fragmentation, wiggliness of path segments [14], which are
essential structural characteristics of a neuron. It is evident
that for two curves of arbitrary lengths, more samples (ver-
tices) approximate (2) as an integral. The error in distance,
|fi(t)−fj(t)| between two curves decreases with the increase
in the number of samples. Notice that the resampling of a path
is a class of reparametrization function.
In contrast to the resampling routine in Path2Path, we
keep the positions of the actual vertices on a path fi fixed,
and add other samples in between in an iteratively sequen-
tial fashion. Between two consecutive samples on a path, we
insert the midpoint of the samples as a new point. This pro-
cedure retains the neuronal characteristics of each path. The
concurrence, Cfi , Cfj and the hierarchy, Hfi , Hfj values are
interpolated as C˜fi , C˜fj and H˜fi , H˜fj respectively.
Let the number of vertices of fi and fj are Ni and Nj .
The number of samples in the resampling procedure is fixed
as ρ. After reparamterization, the paths become f˜i and f˜j ,
which are subjected to SRV function producing qi and qj re-
spectively. The qi is then rotated as q˜i with respect to qj for
registration. The distance D
(
fi, fj
)
between the two paths is
computed by inserting q˜i, qj , C˜fi , C˜fj , H˜fi andH˜fj in (2).
3.3. Path-to-Path matching
In Path2Path [16], the matching algorithm is greedy, which
has a serious drawback of singularity in which all paths in
one neuron can be matched to only one path in the other neu-
ron. We tackled the problem by defining a one-to-one job
assignment problem. Let us consider two different neurons,
G1 and G2 having the sets of paths as P1 = {f11 , f12 , . . . f1|P1|}
and P2 = {f21 , f22 , . . . f2|P2|} with |P1| ≤ |P2| respectively.
Here |P | indicates the cardinality of the set P . The distance
measure, D(f1i , f
2
j ) as defined in eq. (2) can be regarded as a
cost between two paths f1i and f
2
j . Let C ∈ R|P1|×|P2| be the
matrix with C(i, j) = D(f1i , f
2
j ). The path-to-path matching
problem between two neurons can be regarded as a variant of
a job assignment problem. Here, |P1| is the number of work-
ers and |P2| is the number of jobs that are to be assigned to the
workers. As in most of the cases, |P1| 6= |P2|, the assignment
problem is unbalanced. We append (|P2| − |P1|) zero rows
to the bottom of C as dummy workers. The optimal one-one
job assignment is then performed using the Hungarian algo-
rithm [19].
4. DATASETS AND RESULTS
We apply Elastic Path2Path (ElasticP2P for short) on a dataset
containing (.swc format) files of digitally-traced neurons
taken from Neuromorpho.org. The dataset consists of five
major cell types - pyramidal, granule, motor, purkinje, and
ganglion. To restrict the model organism, we consider the
murine neurons only. There are total 4434 neurons used in
our study, out of which 1729 are pyramidal, 1195 are gran-
ule, 116 are motor, 57 are purkinje, and 1377 are ganglion.
An example of the path correspondences in ElasticP2P in
case of three major cell types, which are pyramidal, motor,
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 3. The path correspondences are shown in the correspond-
ing colors in case of (a)-(b) pyramidal-motor, (c)-(d) pyramidal-
ganglion, and (e)-(f) motor-ganglion cell types. The paths which
are matched are depicted in thick colored lines. The paths which are
left out (larger neurons) are shown in thin black lines.
and ganglion are exhibited in Fig. 3. The pyramidal, motor,
and ganglion neuron samples contain 28, 35, and 14 rooted
paths respectively. The costs of morphing from one neuron
to another neuron are 478.67 (pyramidal-motor pair), 514.09
(pyramidal-ganglion pair), and 353.14 (motor-ganglion pair).
We also check the consistency of ElasticP2P by computing
distances between same samples, which turn out to be null.
Due to the variation in the cardinalities of the sets for the
five cell types, we resort to unsupervised classification. The
dataset is partitioned into a set for clustering and a test set for
determining the retrieval accuracy. We perform different lev-
els of partitioning of the dataset to test the resilience of our
approach over NeuroBFD and Path2Path. At each level, we
partitioned the dataset five times randomly maintaining the
same ratio between the size of the training and test dataset.
The retrieval is carried out using majority vote rule. At each
partition, for a candidate in the retrieval set, we compute the
nearest 11 samples from the cluster set. The class which ap-
pears largest number of times out of 11 labels is assigned to
the candidate neuron. We average the retrieval scores and
show them in Fig. 4. In all the instances of this experiment,
ρ is kept 100. The results suggest that EasticP2P exhibits
consistent performance over a wide range of data partition-
Fig. 4. The retrieval performance (in %) of ElasticP2P against
Path2Path [16] and NeuroBFD [14].
ing compared to Path2Path and NeuroBFD. The classification
method in NeuroBFD is supervised, which used a set of lin-
ear SVMs. With the gradual reduction in the amount of train-
ing data, the performance of NeuroBFD collapses as evident
from Fig. 4. At the data ratio of 9 : 1, NeuroBFD performs
marginally better (85.1%) than ElasticP2P (84.3%). The con-
sistent improvement over Path2Path can be attributed to the
insertion of the one-to-one path assignment routine and the
rectified resampling routine in ElasticP2P.
The only hyperparameter of ElasticP2P is ρ, the number
of samples after resampling. We demonstrate the effective-
ness in terms of retrieval accuracy and computational demand
in terms of execution time of our algorithm with different
choices of ρ in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, a pyramidal cell and a gan-
Fig. 5. The plot shows the distance between a pyramidal and a
ganglion neuron and the computational time (in seconds) when 25,
50, 100, 200 and 400 samples are taken per path.
glion cell containing 28 rooted paths with 463 3D locations
and 40 paths with 2588 3D locations respectively are selected.
The distance and computation time required as a function of
the number of samples after resampling are shown.
5. CONCLUSION
ElasticP2P demonstrates superior performance in terms of the
retrieval accuracy, reducing intra-cell-type distances and en-
hancing inter-cell-type distances. In addition, it provides vi-
sual evidence of how a pair of neurons is compared in terms
of path correspondences, which makes ElasticP2P a method-
ology usable in the biology laboratory. The graph theoretic
representation of a neuron is intertwined with a differential
geometric framework to allow the continuous morphing be-
tween a pair of neurons. In the future, we intend to use this
tool to study the behavior of microglia by exploiting their dy-
namic morphology. We are also interested in the quantitative
assessment of the slow but continuous structural degeneration
of neurons, such as observed in Alzheimer’s disease.
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